
 

8-Button Transmitter   FRT-HS 8 

The 8-button transmitter FRT-HS 8 is a handheld unit for RF transmission of up to 8 commands, which
can be received and indicated visually and/or by tone or which can switch up to 8 relays. The 8 buttons 
can either be imprinted with „F1“ … „F8“ or can be blank, having two detachable strips for an individual 
inscription.

The handheld unit contains a RF-transceiver for SRD-Band 869 MHz for licence free operation within the EU,
a control-LED to indicate both, the transmission activity and the technical call acknowledgement by 
the receiving unit. In case that this should fail, one or even a second call repetition is initiated automatically.

A rotary switch inside the battery compartment is used for setting the address of the 8-button transmitter,
being preset to “1”. For use of multiple transmitters in the same premise, it can be set to “1” … “9”,
enabling the individual receiver unit (pager or call indication panel) to recognize, which particular 
transmitter had sent the call. When set to “0” the transmitter behaves like 8 single individual call buttons.

Technical data:

Dimensions: ca. L105 x B58 x H19mm
Protection class: IP 40, ABS
Weight: ca. 50g
Power supply: battery 2 x 1,5V, Type AAA, Alkali-Mangan 

Options:  

Clip to be screwed at the back
Holder for wall mounting of the transmitter with clip

Selection of matching receivers  :

FRT-RX-2 Receiver for 2 commands, each with 1 relay 

FE-8 RG Receiver unit with 8 relays 

FRT-8 N Receiver unit with numeric display (1 … 8)

FRT-64R Touch  Call indication touch panel (1 … 16/32/64)

MP-U3 Mobile wrist watch pager with vibration and alphanumeric LCD

MP-T3 Mobile pocket pager with vibration, tone and alphanumeric LCD
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